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Organizers

Mette Hjort
Chair Professor of Humanities and
Dean of Arts at the Hong Kong
Baptist University

Pietari Kaapa
Reader in Media and
Communications at the University
of Warwick

Bios
Mette Hjort is Chair Professor of Humanities and Dean of Arts at
the Hong Kong Baptist University, Affiliate Professor of
Scandinavian Studies at the University of Washington, and
Visiting Professor of Cultural Industries at the University of
South Wales. Mette holds an Honorary Doctorate in
Transnational Cinema Studies from the University of Aalborg
and has served on the Board of the Danish Film Institute
(appointed by the Danish Ministry of Culture). Her current
research focuses on moving images as they relate to public
value. A particular emphasis in this connection is the
environment and health and well-being.

Pietari Kaapa is Reader in Media and Communications at the
University of Warwick. He works in the field of environmental
media studies with a specific focus on media management and
industry studies. His monograph Environmental Management
of the Media: Industry, Policy, Practice (Routledge 2018)
explores the ecological footprint of media production and the
policies and strategies developed in the media sector to curtail
these impacts. He is PI (with Hunter Vaughan, University of
Cambridge) of the AHRC Global Green Media Network
(www.globalgreenmedianetwork.com), and editor (with
Vaughan) of Film and TV in the Age of the Climate Emergency
(Palgrave 2022).

Hunter Vaughan
Senior Research Associate at the
Minderoo Centre for Technology
and Democracy, University of
Cambridge

Hunter Vaughan is a Senior Research Associate at the Minderoo
Centre for Technology and Democracy, University of Cambridge,
where he heads up research at the intersection of
environmental media, digital infrastrucures, and social justice.
His most recent book, Hollywood’s Dirtiest Secret: the Hidden
Environmental Costs of the Movies (Columbia University Press,
2019) offers an environmental counter-narrative to the history
of mainstream film culture and explores the environmental
ramifications of the recent transition to digital practice. He is a
founding co-editor-in-chief of the Journal of Environmental
Media, Co-Principple Investigator with Pietari Kaapa on the
AHRC funded Global Green Media Network, and is also a Co-PI
on the Sustainable Subsea Networks project.

Co-organizers

Lo Kwai-Cheung
Head of the Department of
Humanities and Creative Writing at
Hong Kong Baptist University

Bios
Prof. LO KWAI-CHEUNG is the head of the Department of
Humanities and Creative Writing at Hong Kong Baptist
University. His research interests range from cultural studies,
creative writing, film studies to ethnic studies, East-West
comparative studies and literary theory.

https://artsbu.hkbu.edu.hk/about-us/our-community-ofAssociate Professor, Department of teachers-and-researchers/dr-jessica-yeung
Translation, Interpreting and
Intercultural Studies

Jessica Yeung

Dr. Janice Pan works as an Associate Professor at the
Associate Professor, Department of Department of Translation, Interpreting and Intercultural
Studies. She is an interpreter, interpreter trainer, and poet. Her
Translation, Interpreting and
research interests include corpus-based interpreting studies
Intercultural Studies
and the performative aspects of interpreting practice.

Janice Pan

Speakers

Roser Canela-Mas
International Manager at BAFTA
albert

Bios
Roser Canela-Mas has worked in production and direction
internationally across different genres such as drama, comedy
and factual-entertainment. She went on to complete a BSc in
Sustainability and Environmental Management (2013-2016)
giving her the additional knowledge and expertise to advise
media productions on how to calculate and reduce their
environmental impact.
She joined albert and has been advising productions on how to
lessen their carbon footprint and environmental impact since
then. She currently manages all albert's international
relationships and has built the newest version of the albert
toolkit (carbon calculator and carbon action plan). Her role also
consists of delivering training courses to media professionals helping the industry reduce their impact behind the camera
while also enabling them to tell accessible, realistic, urgent,
solution-based and optimistic climate stories on screen.

Louise Smith
Director at Neptune Environmental
Solutions Ltd.

Smith has worked for more than 15 years as a consultant in
environmental science and management, previously for
government agencies, before making the switch to film and TV
and setting up Neptune Environmental Solutions in 2007. She
has since developed relationships with US studios and worked
on high-profile features including Disney’s Into The Woods,
MGM/Eon’s No Time To Die and — for Universal Pictures — Fast
& Furious 9, Hobbs & Shaw, Last Christmas and Jurassic World:
Dominion.

Charles Gachet-Dieuzeide is the Managing Director and CoManaging Director and Co-Founder Founder of Secoya Eco Tournage. A former location manager
and producer, he started Secoya Eco Tournage two years ago
of Secoya Eco Tournage
with his associate Mathieu Delahousse, in order to bring
sustainability to the audiovisual sector. Secoya has worked on
more than 50 projects since it was created, and is aiming to
reduce the environmental impact of productions and change
the mindset.

Charles Gachet-Dieuzeide

Emellie O'Brien
Founder & CEO at Earth Angel

Norma Cuadros
Director, Environmental Film
Festival Planet

Birgit Heidsiek
Publisher of Green Film Shooting
magazine

Over a period of 10 years, Emellie O'Brien has become a leading
expert in the field of sustainable entertainment production,
greening dozens of feature films and television series. Her
sustainability leadership on The Amazing Spider-Man 2
contributed to it being acclaimed as “the most eco-friendly
blockbuster in Sony Pictures’ history.” Emellie O'Brien is also a
Tory Burch Foundation Fellow, a Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small
Businesses Alum and 2018 Inc. Magazine 30 Under 30 Rising
Star. She also leads workshops and speaks at film festivals
around the world on the topic of sustainable production.
Social Communicator and Journalist with a MA in International
Film Business. She is driven by the challenges and opportunities
that communications and public relations bring to any project,
considering it as a crucial and fundamental element to achieve
the project’s goal. As a journalist she has written about tennis
for the ATP whereas as a social communicator she started her
own project, the Environmental Film Festival Planet On; an
event aiming to communicate through films, the most relevant
environmental issues that humanity is facing now; in this
process she has recognized films as a tool for social
construction, education and awareness raising, combining her
passion and belief in the importance of communication as well
as culture for the development of our society.
Birgit Heidsiek is the founder of the European Center for
Sustainability in the Media World, which has been publishing
Green Film Shooting Magazine, as well as its digital online
platform, since 2013. Green Film Shooting keeps creative
professionals up-to-date on green measures and eco-friendly
methods of film and media production. This includes not only
feature films for theatrical and/or TV release, TV series, and
commercials, but also energy-efficient cinemas, broadcast
technology, and smart IT management solutions.
Other publications also include the Cine-Regio Green Reports,
which provide a comprehensive overview of sustainable
activities in the European film and media industry; and the ECOCOP Special Edition, which was published in English and French
versions for COP21 in Paris in November 2015.
Under the auspices of Green Film Shooting, Birgit hosts
international events, holds lectures, and gives workshops on

how to produce more environmentally friendly films. This
includes green panel discussions at international film festivals,
such as Berlin and Cannes. In 2019, Green Film Shooting was
awarded the 2019 Ecoprofit Certificate by the Minister for
Environment and Energy, City of Hamburg.
As the Cinema Consultant for the German Federal Film Board
(FFA), Birgit authored and published the German-language
version The Green Cinema Handbook. She operates the Green
Cinema website, publishes a monthly newsletter, and advises
exhibitors on the sustainable operation of their movie theaters.
Birgit is a two-time recipient of the German Sustainability
Award, which is awarded by the Council for Sustainable
Development.
Birgit is also a member of the Eisvogel project — the Prize for
Sustainable Film Production, which will be awarded by the
Federal Ministry for the Environment and Consumer Protection
(BMUV), the Heinz Sielmann Stiftung in cooperation with the
Federal Government’s Commissioner for Culture and Media
(BKM), and the association of German film, TV, and media
producers.
Her portfolio includes numerous studies of the film market and
cinema, as well as public relations work for broadcasters and
Film/TV post-production. A graduate in Political Science, Birgit
also teaches courses at the Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, and Technical Journalism Departments of the
Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences. Birgit began her
career in TV, and she has been working as a journalist in Europe
as well as in New York, where she has lectured on film financing
at the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan.

Tim Wagendorp
Flanders Audiovisual Fund

Michelle Jenkins

As an agricultural engineer with a specialization in land and
forest management, Wagendorp worked for years as a scientist
at the University of Leuven. Through a craving for work with a
greater concrete social impact, he switched to KOMOSIE, an
umbrella organization for environmental companies in the
social economy (including second hand shops, energy reducers
and companies that work with food waste). Among other things,
Tim worked on circular economy policy and was responsible for
sector reporting. He also coordinated ‘Perspective on Recycling’
(a European project on the registration of recycled goods with
partners from Flanders and The Netherlands). After working as
a scientist and environmental policy expert, Tim Wagendorp has
been the Sustainability Coordinator of the Flanders Audiovisual
Fund (VAF) since 2017.
In September 2018, Michelle returned to Film London from
Network Rail, where she managed filming across the
organisation’s national estate and worked with high-profile
titles such as Mission Impossible: Fallout and The Crown. Prior
to this she worked as a consultant across museums and heritage
sites; with location management service Film Fixer; London’s
Royal Parks and, from 2003-2007 Film London itself, where she
was instrumental in setting up and launching the agency’s
successful London Filming Partnership – a unique network of
over 550 public and private bodies, companies and locations
that work together to ensure London is able to deliver for major
film and TV productions.
As Head of Production Services Michelle heads up Film London’s
Filming and Locations team, championing and promoting
London as a destination for filmmaking to potential film and TV
clients. This is a pivotal role for Film London, as the city
generated some £1.3billion of inward investment spend for the
city in 2019 alone. She is responsible for the strategic
management and logistics of filming across London, and ensures
that London maintains its status as one of the world’s most filmfriendly cities, overseeing nearly 16000 filming days per year.

Zena Harris
Founder, President at Green Spark
Group

Prami Larsen
Manager at Film Workshop

Nevina Satta
CEO, Sardegna Film Commission

Zena Harris is President of Green Spark Group, a sustainability
consultancy working throughout the USA and Canada to
implement sustainable production practices in the motion
picture industry. She is a Carbon Literacy instructor and has
delivered this course and other corporate training sessions to
organisations in the USA and Canada. She works with studios
such as Disney/21st Century Fox, NBCUniversal and Amazon to
implement sustainable production practices on film and TV
shows, consults with industry organizations such as Creative BC,
Manitoba Film and Music, PGA Green, and corporate clients,
and is the Creative Director of the Sustainable Production
Forum, a conference dedicated to sustainability in
entertainment.
In 1995, after ten years of work in the film industry as a
freelance editor, director and script writer, Prami Larsen was
appointed Head of Film Workshop / Copenhagen. He has since
managed the talent program supporting emerging film makers,
and initiated major programs such as Digital Days (1998), The
Interactive Movie (2003), Boost the DOX (2005), Dox Netwise
(2006), Your Webisode (2013) to bring into focus new trends in
filmmaking. Since 2013 Larsen has developed programs that
encourage collaboration amongst Danish and non-Danish
talents through initiatives such as Film Talent Denmark, North
Atlantic Talents and Screen Talent Europe.
Nevina Satta is the CEO of Sardegna Film Commission/
Foundation and former Vice-President of the Italian Film
Commission Association (IFC). She is also Board Member of
CineRegio. Born in Sardinia, she got her Philosophy degree and
Cultural -Media Studies and Visual Anthropology PhD in Milan,
where she began her career as Filmmaker and Producer. Before
returning to her homeland after twenty years, she was based in
Los Angeles and Milan, developing and producing narrative
features and documentaries. Professor of Film Producing and
Directing in various EU Universities, she also worked as a
consultant for International Film Festivals and as the architect
of training initiatives (including Locarno Film Summer School for
20 years and African Asian Latin American Film Festival of
Milan). She has founded with her husband the UNICEFendorsed NGO Traveling Film School. She specialises in
Sustainability in the Creative Industries and is developing new
models for the Audiovisual Industry, Funds & Institutions.

Gordon Cheng
CEO of Cameron Pace Group

Fei Pang Wong
Filmmaker

Wong Ho-yin Amos
Filmmaker

Gordon Cheng is the CEO of Cameron Pace Group (CPG) for
Greater China Region, an exclusive joint venture set up with
global film industry leader, James Cameron, focusing on film and
media technologies, especially in 3D areas. Mr. Cheng is also in
charge of leading the strategic developments of the company
relating to content developments, artificial intelligence, cloud
computing, display and other advanced media technologies.
The technologies developed by CPG so far have led to about USD
10 billion in box office returns, to the winning of over 10 Oscars
and Emmy Awards.
Co-directing Hong Kong Film Awards Best Picture “Ten Years
(Hong Kong)”, Wong Fei pang is an independent director and the
producer of the Japan-Hong Kong-Korea co-production The
Murders of Oiso” which premiered in the Busan International
Film Festival this year.

1971 年在香港出生。中學階段已開始為報紙雜誌撰稿，包
括《電影雙周刊》。1993 年獲演藝學院科藝學院電視電影
文憑。畢業後在有線電視任體育組助導。其後曾任職電視
臺、電影及廣告公司。1995 年加入徐克的電影工作室，曾
任徐克導演《刀》（1995）的場記。同年年底離開工作
室，轉職報刊及網站的記者和編輯。期間曾為香港電台電
視部節目《IT 檔案》（1998）任資料撰稿。2000 年開始轉
為自由身，曾執導《以棍連心》（2002）、《賓順漂流
記》（2003）、《獅子山下》之〈第一封電郵（2006）、
《我們的嚤囉廟》（2010）等多個香港電台電視部的外判
計劃，形式包括單元劇及紀錄片。
2011 年赴內地為林子聰執導的《超時空救兵》（ 2012 ）任
跟場編劇。2012 年回港，憑多年來構思的劇本意念，申請
得藝術發展局 39 萬元資助，加上自籌的資金，以 230 萬元
製作費，執導了首部劇情長片《點對點》（2014）。2016
年執導第二部作品的計劃《逆向誘拐》（2018）獲香港電
影發展基金資助，並入選香港亞洲電影投資會。影片已於
2018 年完成。最近執導的電影為《緣路山旮旯》。

Gene Ma

馬家銘，畢業於英國倫敦藝術大學，主修舞台設計。活躍
於影視美術，舞台和服裝設計。
在電影 <緣路山旮旯> 和舞台劇 <老公您好悶呀> 擔任美術指
導。 其他作品有 《七人樂隊 》 ， 《真三國無雙》和，
《踏血尋梅》等。
Gene 也是本土微縮工作者。並創辦 Duo Scene 推廣微縮藝
術。作品包括 《春光泎洩》，《胭脂扣》和《教父》等。

Farida Nymachumbe
Producer-Director, Trainer

Founder member of Jicho Communicative and Film Lab
Zanzibar, both film production and training entities registered
in Zanzibar, Tanzania. For over 20 years, Ms Nyamachumbe has
worked in the field of participatory communication, where
video has been used for mediation, evaluation and planning
purposes, utilizing participatory communication in areas
extending from education to science communication. She uses
these to give a voice to the voiceless.

Martin Mhando
Film Director, Producer,
Researcher

Assoc. Professor Martin Mhando is a Research Fellow with
Murdoch University, Western Australia. He is also the CEO of the
Zanzibar International Film Festival and Film Lab Zanzibar.
Martin has directed and produced award-winning films in both
fiction and documentary. He is the co-editor of the Journal of
African Cinemas and a film critic, and has served on many
festival juries around the world.

China International Green Film
Week

China International Green Film Week (CIGFW) is the timehonored eco-film festival in China. CIGFW is dedicated to
presenting green culture and connecting filmmakers around the
world. Its mission is to carry memories via films and to protect
the future via cameras.

Luohe Shijie

A Ph.D. student at the Hong Kong Baptist University, Luohe
Shijie is writing a dissertation on China’s environmental policies
and ecocinema.

Esther Yeung

Peter Ho-sun Chan’s We Pictures appoints Esther Yeung as COO
| News | Screen (screendaily.com)

Chief operating officer of Hong
Kong filmmaker Peter Ho-sun
Chan’s We Pictures

Simon Au
Manager of Fresh Wave Film
Festival

Mr. Au is currently the Festival Manager of Fresh Wave Film Festival
Limited. He has been responsible for presentation of the Fresh Wave
International Short Film Festival from 2017 to 2022. Before joining
Fresh Wave, he worked in the Hong Kong Arts Development Council
and the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups for a number of
festivals and outreach programmes.

Student Speakers

SHARMA Rajat

Bios
Rajat is a visual artist and PhD student researching in the field of
decolonial cinema.

CHEN Lucia

LU CHEN is now a Ph.D. student in film studies at Hong Kong
Baptist University, her research interests are mainly in cinephilia
culture and new media art. Before that, she received her B.A. in
Cultural Industry Management from the Communication
University of China and her M.A. in Film Studies from Peking
University. She is also a scriptwriter and director. Her
scriptwriting work "ZHEZHOU" was selected to participate in the
68th International Short Film Festival Oberhausen.

REN Yutian

REN Yutian is a PhD student in the department of Humanities &
Creative Writing at Hong Kong Baptist University.
Her research interests include Film Education for Children and
Young People; Cinema and Media Studies; Visual Culture.

CHOI Sin Yi

Emilie, Choi Sin-yi is a PhD student of School of Creative Media,
City University of Hong Kong, and obtained her MPhil degree in
Academy of Visual Arts, Baptist University of Hong Kong. She is
also the board member of Videotage. Her research interests
include East Asian independent and transnational
cinema, documentary, moving image studies and archive,
media archaeology and digital humanities.

JUST Michael Tonio Werner

Michael Just is an interdisciplinary artist and researcher based
in Berlin, Germany, southeast Austria and Hong Kong. After
studying Fine Art at the Kunstakademie Düsseldorf (MA),
Goldsmiths, University of London (MFA) and the Whitney
Museum Independent Study Program in New York City, he is
currently working on a PhD at the City University of Hong Kong,
School of Creative Media, using the essay film as an arts-based
medium to approach a non-anthropocentric urbanism.

ZHANG Zimu

Zimu Zhang is a researcher, curator and moving image
practitioner. She is currently completing her PhD research on
Chinese contemporary visual culture & environmental
humanities at School of Creative Media, City University of Hong
Kong.

GIN Kit Yu

Gin Kit Yu, Kelly is a final year student at Lingnan University
majoring in Visual Studies. She is passionate about exploring
different kinds of mediums.

ZHANG Yang

A year 4 undergraduate student majored in Visual Studies who
is greatly interested in film industry. Fonder of the
LunaVoyageur Culture Communication Co., Ltd.

KUSAIKO Roman

Roman Kusaiko graduated with a specialist degree in
jurisprudence from Kutafin’s Moscow State Law Academy and a
Master’s degree in intercultural communication studies from
Shanghai Theater Academy. He has extensive experience in
many different fields and now pursuing his Ph.D. degree in
Visual studies. His prime interest are films, filmmaking and film
adaptations.

NG Sin Ying

To be updated

RIQUELME Valeria

Valeria Riquelme is a Mexican filmmaker, multimedia artist and
founder of the production house Tinta Limited. She began her
career in the arts with the theatre one-woman show So I Went
which she wrote, directed, and performed in 2019 with the
support of Hong Kong Academy and the International Schools
Theatre Association. She then wrote, directed and produced the
award-winning short film, For Her. Currently she majors in music
and comparative literature at the University of Hong Kong.

LO Matthew

Matthew Lo is majoring in comparative literature at the
University of Hong Kong; since 2017 he has been working for
various film festivals such as the Hong Kong International Film
Festival, the Hong Kong Asian Film Festival, Broadway
Cinematheque and Hong Kong Arts Centre. He is currently the
program officer of the Asian Film Awards.

VILLA MARTINEZ Alvar

Alvar Villa Martínez is a Mexican craftsman currently studying
the Master’s in Cinema Production at HKAPA in hopes of
enriching both his work and his life via the challenges of
filmmaking in a different culture.
He has a plastic arts, photography and graphic design
background and directed the horror comedy short film
“Clap.Three.Times”.

Florence MWENDAPOLE

Florence Mwendapole is a journalist, a student and an aspiring
filmmaker. As a practitioner, she desires to explore ways the
media and film industry can co-create a positive change in more
ways than just story telling.

Lilian SUNDQVIST

Based in Dar es Salaam, Lilian is a very passionate filmmaker
with experience as a Director/Writer/Producer.

Issa MBURA

To be updated

